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1 Introduction

The use of autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) for both 
military and civil applications has been growing fast in 
recent years [1]. As an important part of autonomy or auto-
matic collision avoidance for ASVs, path following has 
received much attention in the academic field [2–4]. One 
challenge of path following for a surface vessel stems from 
the fact that vessels are often underactuated without an actu-
ator in the sway axis [5]. Therefore, the transverse speed 
and acceleration for an underactuated vessel can be adjusted 
only by a rudder and a longitude propeller. This can lead 
to difficulties in reducing cross-tracking errors (the vertical 
distance between the vessel and the reference path) in path 
following. To achieve better performance of path follow-
ing, complex vessel motion models have been used in [6]. 
However, to apply path following methods based on those 
models in practice, many parameters of the models need to 
be identified. Meanwhile, the precision of model parameters 
can hardly be guaranteed as those parameters may be time 
varying.

For path following, Fossen [7] proposed a systematic 
design involving three subsystems, namely, guidance, navi-
gation, and control. Specifically, the guidance subsystem is 
used for guiding the path of a marine craft; the navigation 
subsystem is used for determination of the position, attitude, 
speed, heading, etc.; and the control subsystem is used for 
motion control. Adapted from [7], we propose the architec-
ture of a path following system for underactuated ASVs, as 
presented in Fig. 1. In this architecture, we assume that the 
navigation subsystem as the perception system is available, 
and the guidance and control subsystem combined together 
into the decision system. The guidance subsystem consists 
of a path generator and the line-of-sight (LOS) guidance 
algorithm; the control subsystem is implemented by model 
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predictive control (MPC) and proportional–integral–deriva-
tive (PID) controllers. System inputs, namely, ship propeller 
speed and rudder angle, can be calculated with this deci-
sion system given target waypoints and vessel states. In this 
paper, we focus on the decision system and discuss how to 
design a controller to improve the accuracy of path follow-
ing. PID controller design is not discussed in this paper, 
since PID controller is mature enough.

Given target waypoints, the reference path is generated 
either as a sequence of straight lines or as a sequence of 
curve segments [7]. For path following problems, the for-
mer is usually adopted. When the reference path has been 
generated, the next problem is to determine how to track the 
path precisely in an energy-efficient way. The most popular 
approach is to simplify the tracking problem as a regulation 
problem by adopting path following error dynamics [5]. The 
LOS guidance approach is widely used for calculating the 
tracking heading that reduces the cross-tracking error fast. 
A conventional autopilot is realized using LOS guidance 
with PID-based heading controller in [8]. LOS guidance is 
not only used to extend the straight-line path following to 
arbitrary path following, but also used to give more natu-
ral motions in the longitudinal direction by the use of rud-
der as in [9, 10]. Some pioneering work was carried out by 
McGookin et al. [11] and Fossen et al. [12] who applied the 
LOS guidance to path following problems of surface vessels, 
and by Wilson et al. [13] who introduced the LOS guidance 
to aid manoeuvre decision making for collision avoidance 
based on a two-ship encounter. Later, Moreira et al. [6] used 
a variable LOS circle radius, so that an intersection between 
the LOS circle and the path always exists. Oh et al. [8] used 
a variable lookahead distance to obtain higher tracking accu-
racy. When the reference heading has been obtained by LOS, 

the vessel heading should be adjusted to the LOS reference 
heading by controlling the rudder angle to track the refer-
ence path.

Related control methods, for instance, PID, backstepping, 
sliding mode control, and MPC, were proposed and applied 
in controlling ship motion in recent years [8, 14, 15]. The 
conventional tracking control systems for surface vehicles 
are usually implemented using a standard PID autopilot 
together with LOS guidance [8]. For path following prob-
lems of underactuated vessels that only have two degrees of 
freedom, it is more difficult to control the vessel trajectory 
because of the lack of sway freedom. The manoeuvrability 
difference between an underactuated and a fully actuated 
vessel causes that underactuated vessels typically need more 
time to converge to the path. Moreover, rudder magnitude 
and rate constraints should be taken into consideration to 
avoid failure of actuators [8]. MPC offers a good choice 
to handle these challenges at the same time because of its 
advantage of considering constraints explicitly. An MPC 
controller for the integrated path following and roll motion 
control problem was proposed by Liu et al. [9]. The predic-
tive path following with MPC considering time and logic 
constraints was reported by Zheng et al. [16].

MPC methods rely on system models for predictions. 
On the one hand, the model should be precise enough to 
describe the motion of a vessel. On the other hand, the 
model should have parameters that are easy to identify. The 
most widely used ship model in path following research is 
the hydrodynamic model developed by Fossen [5]. In this 
model, the ship’s inertial and damping parameters need to be 
identified. These parameters can be obtained by a series of 
hydrodynamic tests in a towing basin. However, it is gener-
ally difficult to conduct such tests when considering a full 
ship size. Moreover, some of the parameters can always vary, 
because ship draught and gravity centres change during sail-
ing. A conventional autopilot has been widely used with the 
first-order Nomoto model [17]. Nomoto models are derived 
from hydrodynamic models, whose parameters are easier to 
identify with a turning or a zigzag pattern test in open water. 
Compared with the first-order linear Nomoto model, the sec-
ond-order nonlinear Nomoto model can take into account 
nonlinear terms, e.g., surge-sway motion couplings. To the 
best of our knowledge, the second-order nonlinear Nomoto 
model has not been applied for path following before.

This paper proposes a path following algorithm based 
on LOS guidance and MPC. For the LOS guidance, a novel 
adaptive LOS method with variable acceptance circle radii 
is proposed. The relationship between the acceptance circle 
radius and the angle between two adjacent straight segments 
of a reference path is deduced. We carry out several simula-
tion experiments to illustrate the necessity and effective-
ness of the proposed adaptive LOS method. Considering 
the feasibility of identifying parameters of hydrodynamic 

Fig. 1  Path following control architecture
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models as well as the accuracy of modeling vessel motions, 
the second-order nonlinear Nomoto model is used for con-
troller design. Based on the model, an MPC controller is 
designed to control the vessel to track the predefined path 
satisfying system constraints. Simulation experiments with-
out and with disturbances illustrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The 
surface vessel models used for path following are reviewed 
in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the conventional LOS guidance is pre-
sented first, the LOS algorithm with adaptive acceptance cir-
cle radius is proposed subsequently, and the Nomoto-based 
MPC-based controller is derived at last. In Sect. 4, simula-
tion experiments are carried out to verify the performance 
of the controller. Conclusions and future work directions are 
presented in Sect. 5.

2  Surface vessel models

Many kinds of surface vessel models have been used in path 
following in different applications. Kinematics and kinetics 
models from one to six DOFs with environmental distur-
bance forces and moments have been derived and elabo-
rated in [7]. These models can be used in applications such 
as course keeping, dynamic positioning, trajectory track-
ing, and path following. In this section, we focus on mod-
els that can be used for path following. The inertial motion 
coordinate is defined as {n} = {xn, yn}, and the body-fixed 
coordinate system is defined as {b} = {xb, yb}, as shown in 
Fig. 2, where U and � are the velocity and course in {n}, 
respectively; � and r stand for the vessel heading angle and 
yaw rate in system {n}, respectively; � (�r) and n (�u) stand 
for rudder angle (rudder torque) and propeller rotation speed 
(thrust force), respectively. Note that the heading angle � is 
different from the vessel course � and � = � + �. The drift 
angle � is equal to 0 only when the sway velocity v = 0 and 

there is no current. A 6 DOF model for an surface vessel can 
be denoted as follows [7]:

where  � = [u, v,w, p, q, r]T  i s  the  ve loci ty  vec-
tor of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw in {b};  
�r = [ur, vr,wr, pr, qr, rr]

T is the relative velocity vector 
between ship hull and the fluid; � = [x, y, z,�, �,�]T is the 
position/Euler angles; the model matrices MRB and MA, 
CRB(�) and CA(�), and D(�) denote inertia, Coriolis, and 
damping, respectively; � is the system input vector of forces 
and moments; �wind and �wave are the vectors of forces and 
moments generated by wind and wave, respectively; g(�) is 
the vector of gravitational and buoyancy forces; and g0 is 
the static restoring forces and moments. We classify these 
models into different categories by four criterion and pro-
pose the most suitable model for path following controller 
design in this paper.

2.1  Category of models for path following

We categorize different surface vessel models for path fol-
lowing as linear and nonlinear models, models with distur-
bances and without disturbances, and models with different 
DOFs and models with different input types, as shown in 
Table 1.

2.1.1  Linear or nonlinear models

Linear models In controller design, linear models have the 
advantages of being simple and being computationally effi-
cient in cases, where real-time calculations are required. It 
is proposed that a linear model is used for controller design 
and a nonlinear model for simulation [19]. [6, 9, 20, 21] use 
linear models for path following derived from (1) by assum-
ing the surge speed constant, so that the surge dynamics are 
neglected.

Nonlinear models However, motions of surface vessels 
always have nonlinear characteristics due to nonlinear Corio-
lis, centripetal forces, damping, etc. [7]. Incorporating the 
nonlinear terms in (1) makes the modeling of vessel behav-
iors more accurate especially when assumptions underlying 
the linear models are not satisfied. In those nonlinear models 
in Table 1, the surge velocity u is variable.

2.1.2  Models without disturbances or with disturbances

Models without disturbances Disturbances usually include 
environmental disturbances and system uncertainties dur-
ing path following. When there are no disturbances existing 
or when they are ignored for the sake of simplicity, a path 

(1)
� + �wind + �wave = MRB�̇ +MA�̇r + CRB(�)�

+ CA(�r)�r + D(�r)�r + g(�) + g0,

Fig. 2  Motion coordinate systems for an underactuated surface ves-
sel. Adapted from [18]
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following controller can be designed without considering 
disturbances, as done in [5, 6, 9, 12]. For (1), the distur-
bances are neglected with �r = �, �wind = 0 and �wave = 0.

Models with disturbances Disturbances are prevalent 
and have various influences on control performance. For 
instance, nonvanishing disturbances may destroy the stabil-
ity of a control system [2]. Therefore, it is essential to take 
into account disturbances in controller design of path fol-
lowing. In (1), the disturbances consist of current, wind, and 
wave forces and moments. However, models in [16, 22–24] 
only consider disturbances with current velocity �c which is 
usually assumed as irrotational and constant.

2.1.3  Models with different DOFs

A vessel that can move freely in the 3D space has a maxi-
mum of 6 DOFs (surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw), 
three translational and three rotational components [7]. The 
6 DOF model is seldom used for controller design because 
of their complexity. In fact, some DOFs can be neglected 
during path following of surface vessels. The most popu-
lar models have 3 DOFs in the horizontal plane, i.e., surge, 
sway, and yaw [25–27]. To simplify the model, the surge 
speed can be kept constant and a 2 DOFs model is obtained, 
i.e., only considering sway and yaw [6]. For some circum-
stances, it is necessary to add the roll DOF into the 3 DOF 
model to set a roll constraint to improve safety and comfort 
[9, 20, 28]. Neglecting no roll, pitch or heave DOF in (1), 
both g(�) and g0 can be assumed as 0.

2.1.4  Models with different input types

There are several types of model inputs with different lev-
els of modeling details, i.e., forces and moments, or rudder 
angle and propeller rotation speed with modeling of even 
lower lever actuator dynamics. In [16, 26, 29], the system 
inputs are forces and moments that are generated by the 
actuators, i.e., propeller and rudder. When the inputs are 
generated by these models, it is necessary to handle the 
controller allocation problem, i.e., distributing the general-
ized control forces and moments to the actuators in terms of 
control inputs, such as rudder angle and propeller rotation 
speed [7]. However, in [9, 20, 30], the model input is only 
the rudder angle, which means that the controller allocation 
is completed with the model.

2.1.5  Summary

Models that involve nonlinear terms, disturbances terms, and 
more DOFs will be more accurate theoretically. However, 
models with these features lead to more computational bur-
den. At the same time, more complicated models imply more 
identification difficulties. Usually, parameter identification Ta
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of some models is complicated even with the help of tow-
ing carriage in a tank [31]. The towing carriage can serve 
for resistance and propulsion tests which are used to iden-
tify the various parameters of models. Parameter identifi-
cation experiments are hardly completed with real vessel 
due to the towing tank size and expensive considerations. 
If we use a model ship to substitute the corresponding real 
vessel for parameter identification, the identified values of 
parameter are not always fully consistent with the real ones, 
because the differences between a real vessel and a model 
one always exist. Moreover, if inputs of a model are forces 
and moments, the model can be used in practice only when 
the inputs are transformed into propeller rotation speed 
and rudder angle. Therefore, we should consider them syn-
thetically when choosing a model for path following. Most 
surface vessel models in Table 1 have been used only in 
numerical simulations because of the challenges of iden-
tifying of parameters as well as the time-varying nature of 
those parameters.

2.2  Proposed model

In path following, the sway speed for an underactuated ves-
sel always stays small and the surge speed can be deemed 
as constant [5, 6, 8]. In this paper, to avoid challenges in 
parameter identification while taking into account nonlin-
ear characteristics of ship dynamics, we propose to use the 
Nomoto second-order nonlinear model as the vessel motion 
dynamic model which is as follows:

where � is the heading and �̇� = r in which r is the angular 
velocity of yaw; � is the rudder angle; K is the Nomoto gain; 
T1, T2, and T3 are manoeuvrability indices; and � is a nonlin-
ear coefficient. To use model (2), parameters T1, T2, T3, K, 
and � should be identified.

Compared with other models that do not pertain to 
Nomoto ones, model (2) only has one input, namely, the 
rudder angle, and one output, namely the heading. The 
involved two parameters, i.e., rudder angle � and heading 
�, can be obtained easily and precisely with angular trans-
ducer gyrocompass, respectively. However, models involv-
ing speed data that is hard obtained because of difficulties 
of high positioning accuracy.

The rudder of a vessel is usually driven by a steering 
engine. Characteristics of the rudder servo system are mod-
elled by [37]:

where �C is the helm order controlled by a course controller, 
� is the actual rudder angle, KC is the rudder gain, and TC is 
the rudder time constant.

(2)T1T2�⃛� +
(
T1 + T2

)
�̈� + �̇� + 𝛼�̇�3 = K

(
𝛿 + T3�̇�

)
,

(3)TC�̇� + 𝛿 = KC𝛿C,

Here, we propose a model that combines (2) and (3) for 
the path following of ASVs. When setting system states 
and input as x =

[
x1 x2 x3 x4

]T
=
[
𝜓 r ṙ 𝛿

]T and u = �C,  
respectively, we transform (2) and (3) into the following 
state-space form:

where g1(x, u) can be denoted by

Due to the presence of disturbances, model (4) is rewritten 
as follows:

where E ∈ ℝ4×4 is the disturbance input matrix, and 
w(t) ∈ ℝ4×1 is an unknown but bounded random disturbance 
vector. The proposed model (5) can be categorized accord-
ing to Table 1 as an nonlinear model with disturbances of 
which the input and one DOF is the rudder angle and yaw, 
respectively.

3  Decision system design

In this section, we will design the two key components of the 
decision system in Fig. 1: the adaptive LOS guidance algo-
rithm and the nonlinear MPC controller based on model (5).

3.1  Adaptive LOS guidance

3.1.1  Traditional LOS guidance

A typical reference path, as shown in Fig. 3, can be consid-
ered as several straight line segments generated by connect-
ing waypoints Pn(xn, yn), Pn+1(xn+1, yn+1), Pn+2(xn+2, yn+2), 
etc. The ship actual position is Ob(xb, yb).

In LOS guidance, an underactuated vessel controlled only 
with a rudder tracks the reference path based on the differ-
ence between the heading angle � and the LOS angle �LOS 
that can be calculated with a LOS point PLOS(xLOS, yLOS). 
There are three ways to generate the LOS points on the path:

1. to set the waypoint Pn+1 as the LOS point PLOS [9];

(4)ẋ = f (x, u) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x2
x3

g1(x, u)
1

TC

�
KCu − x4

�

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

g1(x, u) =
1

T1T2
[Kx4 +

KT3

TC

(
KCu − x4

)

−
(
T1 + T2

)
x3 − x2 − �x3

2
].

(5)ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) + Ew(t),
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2. based on the cross-tracking error e and a lookahead dis-
tance � = nL (n denotes positive integer and L denotes 
the ship length) [8];

3. based on e and a circle of radius RLOS = nL around Ob 
[6].

The first approach results in large cross errors in the presence 
of environmental disturbances. The second approach may 
increase difficulties in converging to the path when there exist 
large cross errors. Therefore, the third approach is employed 
in this paper as in [6]. The LOS point PLOS is calculated by 
solving the following equations [12]:

Two solutions corresponding to the two intersections 
between the circle and the path can be obtained by solving 
the above equations. The closer intersection to the current 
waypoint, i.e., Pn+1 in Fig. 3, is selected as PLOS.

The transformation for the body-fixed velocities to the iner-
tial velocities is as follows:

Define the ship heading relative to the path as �̃� = 𝜓 − 𝜓P, 
where �P is the path direction. Then, differential equations 
of e and �̃� can be denoted by [38]:

In (9), e is the cross-tracking error, i.e., the vertical distance 
from Ob to the objective path PnPn+1. The surge speed u is 
assumed to be constant as u0 (u0 > 0), and the sway speed v 

(6)(xLOS − xb)
2 + (yLOS − yb)

2 = R2
LOS

,

(7)
yLOS − yn

xLOS − xn
=

yn+1 − yn

xn+1 − xn
.

(8)
{

ẋb = u sin𝜓 − v cos𝜓

ẏb = u cos𝜓 + v sin𝜓

(9)ė = u sin �̃� + v cos �̃� ,

(10)̇̃𝜓 = r.

is generally small and thus assumed as v ≈ 0 [5, 6]. There-
fore, (9) is simplified as

Based on e and RLOS, the LOS angle �̃�LOS is denoted as

where �̃�LOS ∈ [−
𝜋

2
,
𝜋

2
]. To track the path PnPn+1, we make 

the angle �̃� satisfy �̃� → �̃�LOS. Then, we have

To demonstrate e converge to 0, we use the Lyapunov’s sec-
ond method. We know that e = 0 is an equilibrium point of 
(13). The Lyapunov function is set as V(e) = e2, and we have

where V̇(e) = 0 only when e = 0. Therefore, (13) has global 
asymptotic stability, i.e., e → 0 globally as �̃� → �̃�LOS.

To guarantee that there is always a real solution to (12), 
the LOS circle radius is set as

Switching to the next waypoint Pn+2 relies on whether 
the vessel is within an acceptance circle around the cur-
rent waypoint Pn+1 or not. If the vessel position Ob satis-
fies (xb − xn+1)

2 + (yb − yn+1)
2 ⩽ R0

2, the waypoint will be 
changed to Pn+2. To guarantee that the solutions to (6) always 
exist, we need RLOS ⩾ R0. The acceptance circle radius R0 is 
usually set as a constant based on ship length, for instance, 
L or 2L [6]. However, the value of R0 has an influence on 
the performance of path following that has been compared 
briefly in [6] without further analysis and solutions. In the 
next subsection, we propose an adaptive acceptance circle 
radius method to improve the performance of path following.

3.1.2  Adaptive LOS guidance with variable acceptance 
circle radius

When the vessel is within the acceptance circle, it inevi-
tably deviates from the predefined path because both the 
LOS angle �̃�LOS and relative heading angle �̃� change sud-
denly. If the radius R0 is too small with small � (� ∈ [0,�]),  
which is the angle between two successive segments, 
PnPn+1 and Pn+1Pn+2, the path following performance will 
be degraded, because it is difficult to change the vessel 
heading in time. If R0 is too large with large �, the vessel 
trajectory will deviate from the current waypoint Pn+1 sig-
nificantly. Therefore, there exists a relationship between 

(11)ė = u0 sin �̃� ,

(12)�̃�LOS = − arcsin(
e

RLOS

),

(13)ė = u0 sin �̃�LOS = −
u0

RLOS

e.

(14)V̇(e) = 2eė = −
u0

RLOS

e2 ⩽ 0 (u0 > 0),

(15)RLOS =

{
3L, for e ⩽ 3L

e + L, otherwise.

Fig. 3  LOS guidance for path following
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the acceptance circle radius R0 and path angle � for good 
tracking performance, i.e., small deviations from the refer-
ence path.

In view of the deficiencies of a fixed acceptance circle 
radius, we propose an adaptive R0 approach based on path 
angle � considering the following conditions:

1. Rmin ⩽ R0 ⩽ Rmax. Rmin should be set to avoid the radius 
of the acceptance circle too small; Rmax should be set 
such that the trajectory of the vessel around an waypoint 
does not deviate the reference path too much.

2. Analogous to the situation of driving a car, we need to 
turn earlier when driving a car to take a more sharper 
turn. When deciding the timing to switch to the next 
waypoint of ASVs, R0 should have an inverse relation-
sh ip  wi th  � .  There fore ,  we  can  def ine 
R0 =

(
l(

�

�
− 1)2 +M

)
L with �

�
− 1 ⩾ 0, where M and l 

are unknown parameters with l ⩾ 0.

Based on the above conditions, R0 is defined as

where l is a positive scaling factors to be tuned and l should 
be chosen considering different manoeuvrability capabilities 
of different vessels. The steps for identifying l for a specific 
vessel are as follows:

1. Select n waypoints with different values of �, i.e., 
{�1, �2, ..., �n}.

2. Test the performance of path following with a series of 
fixed acceptance circle radii. An evaluation index ea, i.e., 
average cross error, for path following performance is 
defined as 

 where Nsim is the total number of steps during the simu-
lation experiment, and e(i) is the cross error e at time 
i. The smaller ea is, the better the performance will be.

3. Find the optimal R0 for each specific waypoint � with 
(17), and the optimal sequence of R0 is denoted by 
{R̄01, R̄02, ..., R̄0n}. Theoretically, the larger n is, the more 
precise the estimator l̂ of l is. Usually, n ⩾ 3 is selected.

4. Apply the linear least square method to identify the 
value of l, and l̂ is calculated as follows: 

(16)R0 =

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

l(
𝜋

𝜃
− 1)2L + Rmin,∀𝜃 ⩾

𝜋√
Rmax−Rmin

lL
+1

Rmax,∀0 ⩽ 𝜃 <
𝜋√

Rmax−Rmin

lL
+1
,

(17)ea =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
i=1

|e(i)|,

(18)l̂ = (�T�)−1�Ty,

where 

In Sect. 4, we further illustrate this procedure in simulation 
experiments.

3.2  Nonlinear MPC‑based path following controller 
with adaptive LOS

MPC methods utilize a system model for trajectory pre-
diction and optimization. We take (5) as the system 
model. Considering that path following aims at mak-
ing the cross error e, the ship relative heading �̃� and the 
rudder angle � all converge to 0, the state-space equa-
tion (5) is transformed with defining a new state vector 
xN =

[
xN1 xN2 xN3 xN4 xN5

]T
=
[
e �̃� r ṙ 𝛿

]T based on 
(10) and (11) to

where fN
(
xN(t), u(t)

)
 is as follows:

where g2(xN, u) =
1

T1T2

[
KxN5 +

KT3

TC

(
KCu − xN5

)
−
(
T1 + T2

)

xN4 − xN3 − �x3
N3

]
, EN ∈ ℝ5×5, wN ∈ ℝ5×1.

For numerical simulations and implementation in practi-
cal applications, continuous time model (20) needs to be 
discretized. The commonly used Runge–Kutta method is 
selected for discretization. This method uses the formula:

where d1 = fN(xN(k), u(k)),  d2 = fN(xN(k) +
Ts

2
d1, u(k)),  

d3 = fN(xN(k) +
Ts

2
d2, u(k)) ,  d4 = fN(xN(k) + Tsd3, u(k)) . 

Equation (21) advances a solution from xN(k) to xN(k + 1) 
with the time interval Ts. Considering that the control 
objective of path following is to minimize the cross error 
and energy consumption, the error between the state vec-
tor xN =

[
e �̃� r ṙ 𝛿

]T and the reference state vector 
xNr =

[
0 �̃�LOS 0 0 0

]T is minimized. Therefore, at each 
control time k, the following quadratic cost function J(k) is 
minimized:

� =

[(
𝜋

𝜃1
− 1

)2 (
𝜋

𝜃2
− 1

)2

⋯

(
𝜋

𝜃n
− 1

)2
]T

,

y =
[
R̄01−Rmin

L

R̄02−Rmin

L
⋯

R̄0n−Rmin

L

]T
.

(19)ẋN(t) = fN
(
xN(t), u(t)

)
+ ENwN(t),

(20)fN
�
xN, u

�
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

u0 sin(xN2)

xN3
xN4

g2(xN, u)
1

TC

�
KCu − xN5

�

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

(21)xN(k + 1) = xN(k) +
Ts

6
(d1 + 2d2 + 2d3 + d4),
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where xNe(k + i) = xN(k + i) − xNr(k + i), where xNr(k + i) 
is the reference state vector at time k + i; NP stands for the 
length of the prediction horizon; Q and R are weighting 
matrices. Meanwhile, considering the limitations of the 
actuator, input constraints should be satisfied during path 
following as

where �min, �max, Δ�min and Δ�max are the limit values. More-
over, the following constraints need to be satisfied:

where NC stands for the length of the control horizon and 
satisfies NP ⩾ NC.

Therefore, at time k (k ⩾ 1), we solve the optimization 
problem:

Problem (26) is a nonlinear programming problem since J(k) 
and (25) are nonlinear. The optimized control sequence is 
obtained at time k by solving (26) and the first element of 
time k optimized control sequence is set as system input at 
time k.

The predictive path following control algorithm is as 
follows:

1. Initialize the path parameters, i.e., the waypoints and 
the adaptive R0 sequence with identified l, and the state 
xN(k) (k = 0).

2. Solve (26) and obtain the optimized con-
t r o l  s e q u e n c e  a t  t i m e  k  (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) 
u∗(k) = {u∗(k), u∗(k + 1),… , u∗(k + NP − 1)}.

3. Apply the control signal, i.e., the first element u∗(k), to 
the system.

(22)

J(k) =

NP∑
i=1

xNe(k + i)TQxNe(k + i)

+

NC∑
i=1

u(k + i − 1)TRu(k + i − 1),

(23)�min ⩽ u(k) ⩽ �max,Δ�min ⩽ Δu(k) ⩽ Δ�max,

(24)u(k + i − 1) = u(k + NC − 1),NC < i ⩽ NP,

(25)xN(k + i) = f (xN(k + i − 1), u(k + i − 1)),

(26)

Δu∗(k) = argmin
Δu

J(k),

subject to

(23),

(24),

(25).

4. Acquire the real-time state xN(k) by the perception sys-
tem at time k if the vessel arrives at the destination, the 
sailing of the vessel stops; otherwise, go back to step 2, 
set k = k + 1, and continue.

4  Simulation experiments

In this section, we carry out simulation experiments involv-
ing a small-scale model ship in our laboratory. The model 
parameters of the model ship required for setting up model 
equation (4) have been identified with a least square identi-
fication method based on experimental data in a ship towing 
tank. The main geometric parameters of the model ship are 
shown in Table 2. The identified parameters in (4) with the 
surge speed u0 = 0.8 m/s are: KC = 1.0000, K = 0.5060 s−1, 
T1 = 1.2481 s, T2 = 0.1245 s, T3 = −0.0757 s, � = 0.0081 s2,  
and TC = 0.1000 s.

The simulation and controller parameters are set as 
follows: discretization time span Ts = 0.5 s, MPC pre-
diction horizon length NP = 10, control horizon length 
NC = 8, the rudder magnitude constraint at time k: 
−30◦ ⩽ �(k) ⩽ 30◦, the rudder rate constraint at time k: 
−120◦Ts ⩽ Δ�(k) ⩽ 120◦Ts  ( Δ�(k) = �(k) − �(k − 1) , 
−120◦∕s ⩽ �̇� ⩽ 120◦∕s), and the weight matrices Q and R 
are set to

Note that the weight matrices Q and R are chosen according 
to the control targets, i.e., the heading � and the error e have 
a more important impact on the path following performance 
in comparison of other states or input.

4.1  Identifying l for adaptive LOS guidance

We first investigate the effect of the size of the acceptance 
circle on the path following performance. Considering that 
the tracking path should have different path angles � to verify 

Q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0.01 0 0

0 0 0 0.01 0

0 0 0 0 0.001

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, R = 0.1.

Table 2  Model ship main parameters

Item Notation Value Unit

Length L 0.95 m
Breadth B 0.24 m
Mass m 5.40 kg
Nominal speed U 0.8 m/s
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the effectiveness of the proposed method, waypoints of a 
path named Path 1 are set to: Pa(1, 1), Pb(11, 10), Pc(20, 22),  
Pd(40, 15) and Pe(34, 1) in sequence, as shown in Fig. 5; 
the starting position and heading are set to P0(2, 1) and 45◦, 
respectively. Rmin and Rmax are set to 0.5L and 9L, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the performance of path following with dif-
ferent values of R0 around the waypoints Pb, Pc, Pd and differ-
ent acceptance circle radii, ranging from 0.5L to 9L evaluated. 
Figure 4 shows that there exists a different optimal R0 radius 
to generate the least e around an relevant waypoint because of 
a different angle of the waypoint.

Using the data from Fig. 4, we can identify l in (16). The 
optimal radii of different angles �b, �c, and �d are R̄0b = 0.5L,  
R̄0c = 1L, and R̄0d = 4L, respectively. We obtain l̂1 = 2.7 
with (18). To verify the effectiveness of (18) for different 
paths with the identified l, a different path, i.e., Path 2 in 
Fig. 6, is defined as: P�

a
(1, 1), P�

b
(15, 1), P�

c
(25, 7), P�

d
(25, 25), 

P
�

e
(45, 25); the starting position and heading are set to P0(1, 2) 

and 90◦, respectively. With the identified l, the R0 radius 
sequences of Path 1 and Path 2 are S1 = {0.5L, 1.8L, 3.7L} 
and S2 = {0.6L, 1.1L, 3.2L}, respectively.

4.2  Path following control with adaptive LOS and MPC

To verify the effectiveness of adaptive LOS guidance with 
variable acceptance circle radius, the performance of the 

entire Path 1 and Path 2 with different fixed and variable 
R0 is compared in Table 3, where ea1 and ea2 are the evalu-
ation index of Path 1 and Path 2, respectively. ea with vari-
able R0, i.e., S1 and S2, in both Path 1 and Path 2 are the 
minimum, and smaller than the minimum among all the 
fixed R0. The trajectories obtained for the scenarios with 
Path 1 and Path 2 with variable R0 and R0 = 2L that has 
the best performance among fixed acceptance circle radii 
are given in Figs. 5 and 6. The trajectory with adaptive 
LOS guidance is closer to the reference path both in Path 
1 and Path 2. The errors e with adaptive LOS guidance 
are compared in Fig. 7 with the fixed R0 = 2L in Path 1 
and Path 2.

Fig. 4  Average cross errors comparison with different acceptance 
circle radii

Table 3  Performance under 
different fixed and variable R0

R0(L) Fixed Variable

0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0

ea1(m) 0.67 0.42 0.33 0.34 0.43 0.59 0.78 1.00 1.27 1.57 0.29
ea2(m) 0.53 0.36 0.35 0.41 0.47 0.67 0.89 1.11 1.38 1.68 0.28

Fig. 5  Obtained trajectories with Path 1, R0 = 2L, and variable R0

Fig. 6  Obtained trajectories with Path 2, R0 = 2L, and variable R0
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4.3  Influences of disturbances

The ability to resist disturbances for a path following con-
troller is essential to guarantee a good performance and 
vessel safety. For this reason, it is necessary to compare 
the performance obtained with disturbances and without 
disturbances. In the simulation, the conditions of distur-
bances are as follows:

where �1 ∼ �5 ∈ [−1, 1] are random disturbances with nor-
mal distribution. Note that the first element of the main 
diagonal of EN, i.e., (EN)11 = 0.15, is different from other 
elements of the main diagonal, i.e., (EN)22, (EN)33, (EN)44 
and (EN)55, because (EN)11 stands for the disturbance weight 
for cross error e, but (EN)22, (EN)33, (EN)44 and (EN)55 stand 
for the disturbance weights for measurement errors, i.e., �̃�,  
r, ṙ and �, respectively. Actually, the weight matrix EN can 
also be changed on the basis of a specific disturbance envi-
ronment. Using the adaptive LOS guidance with variable 
acceptance circle radii, the trajectories obtained under path 
following without disturbances and with disturbances are 
shown in Fig. 8.

The input rudder angle �, cross error e, and heading 
�  are shown in Figs.  9, 10, and 11, respectively. The 
input rudder angle with disturbances varies more rapidly 

EN =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.15 0 0 0 0

0 1.50 0 0 0

0 0 1.50 0 0

0 0 0 1.50 0

0 0 0 0 1.50

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

wN(t) = [�1, �2, �3, �4, �5],

than without disturbances, because the rudder should be 
manipulated more frequently to counteract the effects of 
disturbances. The vessel with disturbances can also track 
the path and its error is not significantly different from 
the error without disturbances. Moreover, it is possible 
that the tracking errors with disturbances are sometimes 
smaller than the errors without disturbance, because the 
disturbances change the vessel heading randomly. How-
ever, when the disturbances is larger than the limitation for 
the control system, it is not able to control the trajectory 
to track the reference path any more. In Fig. 11, the head-
ing without disturbances turns to be stabilized gradually 
during tracking the straight path while the heading with 
disturbances fluctuate within a limited range.

Fig. 7  Errors e with adaptive LOS guidance and fixed R0 = 2L in 
Path 1 and Path 2

Fig. 8  Trajectories of the model ship with disturbances and without 
disturbances

Fig. 9  Input rudder angle with disturbances and without disturbances
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5  Conclusions and future research

This paper investigates the problems of finding the most 
suitable model for underactuated ASVs and more accurate 
LOS guidance for path following. Models for path following 
are reviewed and concluded according to different catego-
ries. The difficulties of parameter identification of differ-
ent models are analyzed. Then, the second-order Nomoto 
nonlinear model is proposed for a path following control-
ler design for ASVs. Compared with other nonlinear mod-
els, it is more convenient to identify the parameters of this 
model. Moreover, an LOS guidance algorithm with variable 
acceptance circle sizes is proposed. Results obtained with 
simulation experiments illustrate that a variable accept-
ance circle size can be effective with respect to reducing 
cross-tracking errors in path following. The path following 

method based on the above model, the proposed LOS guid-
ance, and an MPC algorithm is elaborated on and verified by 
the simulation experiments without disturbances and with 
disturbances. Considering that the proof of MPC stability is 
usually based on assumptions that the control horizon length 
is infinite or there exist strict terminal state constraints [39], 
most of these assumptions are not realistic for a practical 
application. Hence, the stability of the proposed controller 
in this paper is not discussed, instead, we verify the proposed 
control method with plenty of simulation scenarios.

Further research will extend the numerical simulations 
to a real vessel platform and solve the real time and robust 
optimization problems during practical applications. Moreo-
ver, adaptive identification of model parameters in different 
vessel sailing conditions will be considered.
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